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Aquatic habitat assessment and river restoration design require geospatially explicit maps of 15 hydraulic conditions. Diverse mechanistic ecohydraulic models compute spatially explicit depth 16 and velocity results to evaluate habitat suitability spatially as a function of these abiotic 17
conditions. This study compared depth and velocity results from two-dimensional (2D) and one-18 dimensional (1D) hydraulic models with algorithms that laterally discretize 1D velocity and 19 interpolate depth and velocity spatially based on the Laplacian heat mapping approach. These 20 'conveyance distributed' methods constitute 'best 1D modeling practice', and were compared to 21 2D results for the first time. The 1D and 2D models were applied to three morphologically 22 distinct reaches (leveed, meandering, and anastomosing) for three flows (base, bankfull, and 23 flood flows) of the partially regulated, gravel/cobble lower Yuba River in north-central California. 24 The test metrics were the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and the median absolute residual 25 ( ). These metrics quantified the incremental uncertainty 1D approximation incurs, results 26 which make explicit cost-benefit processes of model selection possible. Finally, velocity 27 residual maps were analyzed to identify regions and processes where residuals were high, 28
indicating divergence from the 1D assumptions. Paired data (1D-2D) fell between 0. Ecohydraulic models are often applied to decrease operational uncertainty in river assessment 61 study or restoration design evaluation (Snowling and Kramer, 2001 ). Therefore, model 62 selection negotiates technical, practical, and social tradeoffs to determine appropriate simulation 63 complexity, optimizing the uncertainty reduction price point according to a cost-benefit analysis, 64 either explicitly or unconsciously. Assessing benefits include estimating incremental uncertainty 65 reductions offered by each modeling approach to select the approach commensurate with 66 project's risks and resources (Gibson, 2013) . 67 68 Spatially distributed depth and velocity maps are the most common hydraulic modeling product 69 used as input for microhabitat modeling (Pasternack, 2011 Table 2 ). Reach 1 is a low gradient, confined, urban, leveed channel. Upstream about 4 km, 187
Reach 2 is a moderate gradient meandering section with alternate point bars. Reach 3 is an 188
anastomosing reach with multiple parallel channels and additional side channels at higher flows. The 2D model was validated (Barker, 2011) presentation is beyond the scope of this article, Reach 3 was also modeled with a split flow 1D 274 approach (Fig.3) . Split flow results were compared to the single reach results (Gibson, 2013 For each reach and flow, the 1D depth and velocity grids were superimposed on the 2D grids. 327
One-dimensional results at each cell were plotted against 2D result and the coefficient of 328 determination (R 2 ) was computed for each scenario. Additionally, residuals (ε) were computed 329 for each cell, where: 330
(1) 331 (Clifford et al., 2005) and the "median absolute residual" ( ) was computed to summarize the 332 residuals of each scenario into a single parameter. Velocity residuals were also mapped for 333 each reach and flow to provide context for the summary statistics and generate spatial intuition. Velocity residuals were larger and more spatially interesting than depth results. Therefore, the 375 residual maps for each flow in Reach 1, Reach 2, and Reach 3 are included in Figures 6, 7, and 376 8 respectively. The convention of Blue for negative (2D>1D) and red for positive (1D>2D) 377 residuals is used throughout. The largest velocity residuals were associated with backwater 378 zones (2D>1D) and in the separation zones downstream of outcrops, islands and bouleers 379 (1D>2D). The analysis also returned substantial residuals in side channels and flow separation 380 zones. The multi-channel complex in the downstream section of Reach 3, which transitions 381 between backwater at low flows to active flood conveyance at flood flows was also a region of 382 particularly high residuals. Finally, where the models predicted overbank flooding, the 1D model 383 consistently over-predicted velocity in the channel and under predicted velocity in the floodplain 384 in all three reaches. 385
Split Flow Results 386 387
Split flow modeling results were mixed. The summary statistics (R 2 and ) are reported in 388 Table 7 . The split flow model improved depth R 2 and residuals for all flows. R 2 improvements 389 were substantial for base flow (0.89 to 0.96) but improvements were much more modest 390 (0.2-1.1%). Stratifying residuals spatially revealed a more complex story. 391
In the classic, persistent split flow region of Reach 3 (the "Long Bar" in Fig.3 The highest depth residuals occurred in zones where the 1D assumptions broke down (Fig.9) Finally, the 1D model tended to overpredict channel velocity and under predict floodplain 428 velocity, implying that the conveyance assumption used in lateral velocity distribution is not 429 complete, and includes simplifications that introduce bias. These trends obtain in the flood flow 430 results of each reach and are responsible for the particularly high residuals for the flood flow of 431
Reach 2, the condition with the most flood plain area. However, they are best illustrated in the 432 relatively simple single bar in from Reach 1 (Fig.11) with ad hoc radial shear partitions, to compute a vertical shear distribution similar to the lateral 445 'conveyance distributed' velocity partition . 446
The complex relationship of velocity residuals highlights an advantage of 2D models in multi-447 channel analysis: 'generality.' A 1D split flow model must be designed for a particular flow, in 448 this case, the bank full flow, which is why the split flow improvements were greatest for bank full 449
flow, for both model as a whole and the long bar in particular. The 1D flow split is determined a 450 priori for a particular flow, which introduces error in higher and lower flows (Fig.12) . This cross 451 section lay out separates conveyance at river stations that are connected at higher flows and 452 artificially connects channels that are separated at lower flows, while a 2D modeling domain has 453 the property of generality, customizing the flow split around the island for each discharge. A 1D 454 model can mitigate these effects with a lateral structure to model flow exchange over the bar, 455 but adding a lateral structure adds complexity to the 1D model and did not appreciably improve 456 the basic velocity residual trend in this case. 
where H c is computed depth, H m is measured depth, V c is computed velocity, V m is measured 484 velocity and DH m and DV m are the error in the measured depth and velocity respectively. In this 485 case, where the 1D is the computed and 2D is 'measured' the analogy would be: 486
RMAE assumes that the residuals between the 1D and 2D model and the 2D model and the 488 velocity observations are uncorrelated, and, therefore, on average, counteracting. In this case, 489 considering the uncertainty in the 2D could improve the relative results of the 1D model in 490
comparison. However, if these residuals (1D vs 2D and 2D vs measured) are correlated, then 491 they will be additive, decreasing the value of the 1D results. Because physical observations 492 spanned the entire lower Yuba, there were not enough in the considered reaches to incorporate 493 2D residuals explicitly in 1D-2D comparison. However, it is worth noting that outside of base 494 flow for anastomosing reaches, the 1D to 2D comparisons generated R 2 s on the order of the 2D 495 to measurement comparisons. Overall, more systematic studies that evaluate the performance 496 of 1D and 2D models with incrementally greater degrees of violation of assumptions would 497 benefit the understanding and application of hydraulic models. 498 499 5.3 Non-Statistical Implications for Model Selection 500 501
The discussion above provides data on the 'benefit' side of a cost-benefit approach to model 502 selection. It presumes that moving from a 1D to a 2D model represents a substantial and easily 503 quantifiable cost increase (usually in the form of bids or scope of work proposals), that can now 504 be compared to the benefit of incremental uncertainty reduction for a matrix of morphologies 505 and flows documented in Fig.Figure 4 , Table 5 , Fig.5 , and 506 1D depth residuals will be relatively small but will increase upstream (e.g. channelize residuals < meandering residuals < anastomosing residuals). 1D results will diverge from the 2D results in regions where lateral velocities are significant (e.g. flow separation, flow shadows, backwaters).
Map residuals to identify regions of high residual, and associate the hydraulic process connected to these regions. 
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